5TH HOLIDAY PACKAGE 2020
GRADE TWO -WRITING
NAME: ______________________ CLASS_______________
Dictation
1. _________________________________________
2. _________________________________________
3. _________________________________________
4. _________________________________________
5. __________________________________________
Comprehension:
Read the story below and answer the questions that follow:
There are different colours of balloons. Some are red, blue, green, yellow
and so on. Balloons are also of different sizes and shapes. Some are small and
others are big. Some are round and others are long. A balloon in made of
rubber.
To blow a balloon up we have to fill air in it. Then we have to tie up its
mouth with a piece of thread, so that air does not come out.
All children like balloons. They enjoy to play with them. Balloons are used
for decorations on birthday parties.
Questions:
1. Balloons are of different _________________
2. They have different sizes and. ______________
3. The balloon is made of ____________________
4. Some balloons are big and others are _________________
5. Some balloons are red, yellow, green and ________________
6. We can fill ____________ in a balloon.

7. Children enjoy to play with _____________
8. We also use balloons on our ________________ parties.
9. Do you like balloons? _________________________________
10. What colour of a balloon do you like? ___________________
Write a

or an in the following:

1. Show me ________ arrow.
2. There is _________ monkey in the tree.
3. _________ giraffe is ________ animal.
4. Give me ________ banana please.
5. Show me ________ aero plane.
Fill the blanks with the opposites of the underlined words;
1. I am tall but my sister is

short.

2. He came inside but she stood_____________
3. A comes before B but C comes____________ B.
4. She I happy but I am ___________.
5. I like hot tea but Jack likes are ____________ tea.
6. Some people are poor but others are ___________.
Write have or has in the blanks
1. Malla and Bella__________ flowers.
2. A cow__________ two horns.
3. She__________ complete her work.
4. Mr. Kibaja___________ a nice coat.
5. The teachers__________ marked our tests.

Join the sentences using and:
1. Tom is dancing. Oliva is dancing.
______________________________________
2. She cleaned her skirt. She cleaned her shoes.
______________________________________
3. My book is missing. My pencil is missing.
______________________________________
4. Close the door. Close the window.
______________________________________
5. Mother is cooking pilau. Mother is cooking vegetables.
_____________________________________________
Write words in the brackets in the plural form.
There are many boys in class 2. (boy)
1. My dog has nice __________ (puppy)
2. The ____________ are playing. (child)
3. The ____________ like to live in human hair. ( louse)
4. We use _____________ to wash our shoes. ( brush)
5. My father has many ____________ ( ox)
Match list A with list B
A

B

1

The baby cow

A

When we are late

2

The last day of the week

B

Wit h a knife

3

June is the

C

When you have failed the test

4

We say sorry

D

Sixth month of the year

5

You feel bad

E

Calf

6

We cut fruit

F

Saturday

A
B

1

2

3

4

5

6

Rearrange the story in correct order:
1. He dresses himself
2. My father wakes up in the morning.
3. He has his breakfast.
4. Then he goes to work.
5. He drops the children to school.
1. __________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________
4. __________________________________________________________
5. __________________________________________________________

